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The Faith and New Creation are loosely knit
groups comprising of 17 students in all. These
students are at different levels of their
academic pursuits ranging from the ones
appearing for their 10th, 12th and graduation.
These students are self-motivated, responsible
and hard working. Though they do study with
different teachers, but they are more like
guides than teachers as these students just
require concept clarity. The teachers at times
make tests for them or give them previous
years’ question papers to solve and then
correct these papers and give their feedback.
At times they are also sent to Delhi for short
periods for more inputs. This year one of the
boys had gone to Mumbai for help with Class 12th Economics.
The class 10th students have full time classes with teachers, but the older children also contribute in
the school by working with the younger ones. The duration of their work varies between 2 to 5
periods a day, and it is completely their call as to how much they would like to do.
All the students have an option to move
on after class 10th and join other
institutions for their higher studies.
Some of them do so and others opt to
stay back and continue studying here.
One of the boys completed his 12th with
Science subjects and another is on the
verge of completing with Commerce
subjects. All the other students at the
12th and Graduation level have opted for
Humanities subjects.

Sports
All the students are good at sports. They are good at
athletics, swimming and cycling. Most of them can do
skating and many of them can ride the unicycle.
Football is the favourite sport with all the boys and
some of the girls. Basketball is the favourite with
most of the girls. But everyone plays Basketball,
Football and Volleyball.

Dance and Music

All the students play at least one musical instrument. Be it flute, tabla, keyboard, guitar or sitar.
Many of them play multiple instruments. All the students sing songs and bhajans in Hindi, English and
other regional languages of India. All the students chant mantras.
The students are exposed to Indian classical dances, Indian contemporary dances and Western Folk
Dances. Some of these are a regular feature, some are taught by people who come annually to Kechla
and some by visitors or by ones coming to Kechla for a camp.
Details of what the school does can be obtained from the society/school report or from the self -report
of the students.

